
KENNEDY FOLDER/MIXED QUALITY 

Top choices: 

we 1. Dr. McClelland weighs in on JFK wounds. .. .He insists that there was more 

than one shooter. He notes Dr. Perry’s true views and the pressure to close 

him up. *** . 

2. R.W. Hardcover (former Dallas Police Crime Lab Detective) Shows that 

Lo Oswald had a Minox camera. . . . hidden away for 30 years in an old 

ee briefcase. 

3. Notes from Janney’s “Mary’s Mosaic” Some useful citations that can be 

Ts —~ used to strengthen the lynching of Oswald. . . 

“4. Copy of the FBI Tickler (Mark Allen). . . 

5. CD-1 FBI’s 90 word description of the assassination. . (check the word 

count here). This is what Katz called “sensational.” 

Rear Admiral Taylor to Admiral McDonald 11/27/’63 ONI (JFK Task Force 

12/17/93 Ties Oswald to Ruby before the assassination . . .Oswald did 

work for Ruby at his night club . . .Taylor notes that Oswald seemed to 

recognize Ruby in the basement before he was shot.. . 

7. Note There is a KEY file re: Katz On 11/27/’63 ona “first draft” of a Govt. 

report on the assassination . . .Oswald in the frame. . . Filed in Katz file and 

one in Chronology.8. Stringfellow Report 11/22/’63 at 17:30 hrs . . full of 

false info tying Oswald to Castro... 

8. Note Evans toi Belmont 12/18/’32 re: Peterson (Justice) will not work with 

Willens on the Commission... . 

9. Willens reservations about Chpt. IV in WCR ... His reservations are of 

y interest: He notes some “flaws” in Chpt. 4 (draft 7/21/’64). . .P. 445 he 

pol dismissed Lt. Day’s charge of Oswald’s palm print on the book carton. . . 

y .too much weight given to these prints. .. .He notes there are a host of 

other explanations re: these prints that exonerate Oswald. .. p. 36 Need to 

marshall evidence that Oswald was not the figure in the doorway. . . in 

order to assert jit was Lovelady, etc. .. p. 447 He is hones there that the 

WC has no unimpeachable evidence (scientific) as opposed to eyewitness 

and circumstantial that Oswald fired the rifle on 11/22. 
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eo 10. FBI Agent David B. Grant had backyard photo of Oswad holding rifle on 

\ 11/23/’64 and it was on Amer. Air Lines flight 628 midnight 11/23/’63 

Check Hal’s Grant file. 

“it 11. JFK Folder 14 additions. .. .Review for some goodies. . . Locate the original 

oN 0 docs if possible. . (4 yk SPLAT Ae V. SYfitir? OO 

2. Rosen to Belmont 11/24/’63 44---Ruby File ....doc.470 Hoover hoping 

f / Mor a death bed confession from Oswald. Two days after he noted that case 

i against Oswald was not “very, very strong.” All that changed was that 

Oswald was deadand there would be no trial where the evidence would 

A have been tested... 

fy} (13. Dr. Burkley statement 11/27/’63 Commission Exhibit 1126... .tells us 

at, | nothing... completely sanitized. . . 

Kv 14. Copy of page of Fritz’s interrogation notes. . .(one page) 

RN 15. Jerry Policoff on the psychobabble (nee Priscilla Johnson, eg). . . She 
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suggests that killing JFK was Oswald’s suppressed desire(curtisey to Freud 

TZ to kill his father. . . .etc. . 

u 16. Key SS Kelly’s account of interview w/ Oswald. . .one of them. . 

17. Rosen to Belmont 12/18/’63 62-109060- unrec (section 30). Note: when 

did FBI ask for a copy of the Bethesda Hosp autopsy report. It was after CD- 

was leaked to the press. .. 

18. Sibert to SAC, Baltimore 10/13/’66 RG 541, Box 25, folder 3, Sibert notes 

that during the autopsy there was no visit to the morgue from Bobby or 

Jackie and he was not aware “that a member of the Kennedy family had 

requested that the autopsy report be kept confidential.” (| need to locate 

my “Blaming the Kennedys”) file. . . 

18B Rosen to Belmont 12/18/63 62-109060-unrec (section 30) Rankin 

wants to know at this date why the FBI never bothered to get a copy of the 

JFK autopsy. .. Notes that Kenndy’s wanted the autopsy report held in tight 

secrecy. ... (This was another case of blaming the Kennedys. . . 

19. Rosen to Belmont 11/25/’63 44-24016 -137 How the police screwed up 

) with Oswald’s security. . .. All warnings were ignored. .. .****Key doc. on 

/ this subject... 

[. 20. FBI Renfro to SAC, Dallas, 11/22/’63 89-43-823(not certain) .. Other id #1
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alls off arrest of possible suspects. .. Oswald is their man. .Other id #s are 

44-1552, 100-0-6225, 105-569-94/\. Calls of search FBI has its man... 

21. Use with AF-1 and Cabinet Plane on 11/22. . . Help w/ the air traffic 

between AF-1 and Bethesda and other sources... ***** 

22. Rosen to DeLoach, 10/7/1966 62-109060-4235 Rosen rolls out the old 

ra argument that the reason the FBI did not access to JFK autopsy was 

\\ ~) because the Kennedys did not want it to go public. .. .This old lie. . .P. 2 

Hoover’s scrawl at bottom of page notes that Hoover comes clean: 

Si Kennedy’s never asked it be withheld it and if they had we would have 

ignored it.” 22 A FBI stymied in 1966 in search of Doc. in which Kennedys’ 

asked that autopsy JFK not be reported..... Key doc. filed 

23. SAC, Roy K. Moore to All Agents March 11,1964 105-(smeared) 57 FBI top 

" v. ut ‘ * priority was good spelling and neatness. .. .more important than accurate 

\u aw bos reporting of physical and medical evidende*****This is Key. 

(u* \Lb 24. FBI Agent Rotz to SAC, Baltimore, 10/18/’66 89-30-268 . . agent searched 

be yf Baltimore files and found nothing to support the proposition that the 

Kennedy’s insisted that the JFK autopsy report be kept secret. . . 

Wier vb y (25. Rosen to DeLoach, 12/7/’66, 62-109060-4235 several docs that disclose 

Tp that Kennedy family never asked that the autopsy results be suppressed 

(iw LP om the public... ***** 

. ral 26.Rosen to Belmont, 11/26/’63 62-109060-426 FBI will reject the SS offer of 

VaR the autopsy report at this time. . . . as it will not be needed for this material. 

ab (while FBI was putting together CD-1. The report on the JFK 

Ni assassination!!!!). If needed F BI will get copy from SS. Key doc. i . 

27.5 pages of Fritz’s handwritten notes Re: Oswald’s interrogation.7 an 

23. Transcript of Radio Logs—JFK Shooting. . .62-109060-2074 EBF-29. “Ss 

iy .11/26/’63 — Nola a |e Mit oud apy Vins 

29. Kelley (SS) to Chief 12/5/’63 62-109060-2074 EBF-03 See time sequence 

on p. 2: 12:43 -12:45 we get a description of the Tippit shooter: slender, 

ey wit male. About 30, 5’10”, 165 Ibs, reportedly armed with a 30 caliber 

bgt? wh
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At about 1:17 Dallas police get call about shooting 400 block of E. 

10°" street. 118 police broadcast call that office involved in shooting. 

Describe shooting—3 shoots were fired. . .(not 4 as was the case). 

Notes shortly after police get call from Texas Theatre based on Johny 

Brewer's account of a man acting strangely .At 1:28 Police report 

Tippit dead at Methodist Hosp. And that the description of the 

suspect in Tippit shooting and JFK assassination were similar. (How 

was that possible w/o it being part of the setup to frame Oswald 

???Moves onto struggle in theatre and capture of Oswald. He was 

placed in custody of Homicide Dept. at about 2:00 P.M. 

Note: Compare with time table that has Oswald in frame at 1:40 as 

the assassin of JFK and Tippit and the one who wounded Connally.\ 

At 1:38 A.M. Oswald charged with murder of JFK. To the charge of 

“murder with malice” Oswald response was (according to Kelley) 

“that’s ridiculous.” 

Less important 

1. 

2. 
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Mark Lane on the invalid Some Hal notes on autopsy re: from Doug Horn. 

FBI CD-1 (p. 11). Notes in interview of assassin that Oswald said he was on 

first floor of TSBD when Presidential motorcade passed. . . 

CD-1 FBI notes Oswald told them he was on ist floor of TSBD when JFK 

motorcade passed the TSBD .. . .He also denied he ever ordered a rifle via 

mail. . 

Oswald told Fritz he was having lunch on first floor when JFK was shot. . . 

Oswald explains why he left TSBD after the shooting. . . 

Bill Kelly’s sweet slam of Dr. McAdams ask scratching idiocies. . . 

Golz account in Dallas Morning News re: what 112 Army Intelligence Group, 

San Antonio, had on Oswald... .not shared with Dallas PD...
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8. Check w/ NY Times “The Assassination of Pres. Kennedy “ PB edition, 

1964, Just chapter one. 

9. Rosen to Belmont, 2/23/’65, RG 65, Box 116, folder 187a, NARA FBI to get 

rid of the evidence in case ASAP. . . .despite its pledge to remain on top of 

the developments, etc, etc.... 

10. 62-109060-A Notes that LBB directed the FBI to do a full investigation on 

the Oswald shooting... .


